


ABOUT OEUF
(pronounced UH-F, means egg in French)

Oeuf evokes the image of simple, clean and intuitive design. But there’s so much more…

Before the recent economic instability, before green and eco-friendly were the new buzz words and hottest trend, there was Oeuf.  
From the beginning, Oeuf has believed in designing products that offer real value to consumers without ever compromising on quality.  
From making a conscious choice to manufacture in Europe versus China; from offering their clients furniture that is not only high 
quality, but also multifunctional: a crib turns into a toddler bed, prolonging its usefulness far beyond the infant years; to always being 
mindful of its impact on the environment and the communities it serves.  This is Oeuf.

This is also Oeuf: Sophie Demenge and Michael Ryan.  A French/American husband and wife team that is steadfast and relentless in 
its goal to keep Oeuf true to its mission.  From inception, Sophie and Michael were motivated by a desire to reduce unnecessary 
purchases and offer solutions to parents that made sense with the demands of a modern lifestyle.  From an alpaca mitten to its Classic 
Crib, every inch of Oeuf ’s design is thoughtful and focused on three key principles: quality, practicality and function – all packaged in 
beautiful design.  It’s about a few essential, high quality and multifunctional, pieces that resonate with today’s cash strapped consumers.  
Oeuf operated this way long before being smar t about money and the environment became a survival strategy.

It all started with the birth of their first child in 2002.  As part of a new generation of design-conscious and environmentally aware parents they 
had to consider a cross-section of factors as they endeavored to clarify the modern nursery.  Rather than producing a multitude of products, they 
decided to streamline the accommodations of their new lifestyle into a few essential pieces.  Oeuf ’s mission has become to make those essentials 
practical and stylish, without compromising their top priorities of quality and safety.
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OEUF MANIFESTO

When we were kids, whenever our parents dropped us off somewhere like school, our grandparents’ house for the weekend or even 
summer camp, they always gave us a hug and a kiss and told us to “be good!” as they waved goodbye.

As kids we’re very literal and knew this meant…don’t cut your sister’s hair, don’t glue yourself to the wall, don’t go running off into the 
woods with nothing but your underwear and a toothbrush.  At the time, it was mostly about good behavior.

Now as parents, we realize there is a whole other level of meaning when we kiss them goodbye and tell them to be good.  We know we’re really 
telling them to be good people. Do the right thing. Make us proud. Be the kind of people we hope to be.  As Oeuf, we have the chance to elevate 
this notion once again and be a good company.   When we say Be Good, we mean:

Be good designers.
Simple, clean, intuitive products that are easy and safe to use; made with quality craftsmanship that will last from generation to generation; 
designed with a European sensibility that is fun and stylish reflecting the needs and lifestyle of today’s modern families.

Be good people.
Respect the people who work with us and treat them fairly whether employees, artisans, retailers or consumers.  Provide a safe and supportive 
working environment that allows working families to live and thrive in the United States, Europe and abroad.  Honor cultural traditions, diversity 
and local values.  Pay people living wages that enable them to live healthy fulfilling lives and send their own children to school.

Be good to the planet.
Use natural, renewable, recyclable materials that emphasize conservation and lead to environmentally sound products.  Employ eco-conscious 
manufacturing processes that promote low emissions and sustainability.

Be Good™ is not just something we say-- its something we mean.  As parents, we want our children to inherit a world that is better than we 
found it.  As Oeuf, we have the ability to make that happen.
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ROBIN CRIB

FEATURES

Smart design

Eco-friendly

Open rail sides

Static sides

      
3-position mattress 
support

Adaptable
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* See Conversion Kit on pg 7

BENEFITS

Meets or exceeds all US, Canadian, Australian and European safety standards
Easy to assemble by one person (approx. 30-40 minutes)
A simple and beautiful focal point to your nursery
Easily converts to toddler bed with conversion kit (sold separately)
Crib can accommodate the Oeuf changing station

Made from solid birch and Baltic birch plywood
Sustainably sourced wood
Water-based finish
Free from VOC health hazards
Made under European environmental standards

Unobstructed visibility of your child

Supported by consumer safety advocates
Solid construction
Greater stability
Longevity of product

Height adjusts to satisfy your child's growing needs
Keeps child safely in the crib at all times

Converts to toddler bed simply by replacing a side panel
Comfortable sleeping for your child from birth until age 5
Space saving

 

Made in Europe with sustainably sourced wood and 

painted in a water-based finish, the Robin crib is       

the epitome of eco-design.  The Robin converts to a 

toddler bed for when your child is ready.  Oeuf's 

space-saving changing station fits securely on top of the 

Robin crib (as on the Classic and Sparrow cribs) and allows 

for easy changing, and face to face interaction with your baby.

52in/132cm 30.75in/78cm
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BENEFITS

No assembly required
Counter weighted back panel to help avoid tipping
Anti-tipping strap provided for extra security

Made from solid birch and Baltic birch plywood
Sustainably sourced wood
Water-based finish
Free from VOC health hazards
Made under European environmental standards

Accommodates 16” x 33” changing pad (as shown on page 5)
May be used as changing table

FEATURES

Smart design

Eco-friendly

Adaptable

ROBIN DRESSER
Made in Europe with sustainably sourced wood and painted in a 

water-based finish, the Robin dresser is the epitome of 

eco-design.  A modern, functional storage solution that will look 

great from the baby to toddler to teen years.  With its raised 

sides which al low for a secure f it with the changing pad  

(not included) the Robin can be used as a changing table.

35in/89cm 21in/53,5cm



ROBIN
CONVERSION KIT

BENEFITS

Easy to assemble by one person 
Low overall height
Child can get in and out unassisted
Transforms the nursery into a bedroom

Made from Baltic birch plywood
Sustainably sourced wood
Water-based finish
Free from VOC health hazards
Made under European environmental standards

Converts back to crib simply by replacing the side panel
Comfortable sleeping for your child from birth until age 5
Space saving

FEATURES

Smart design

Eco-friendly

Adaptable
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* See Crib on pg 3

Made in Europe with sustainably sourced wood and painted 

in a water-based finish, the Robin Conversion Kit represents 

a milestone in your child’s development; from baby to 

toddler.  As a scaled-down bed with a low mattress 

position, your child’s sense of new-found independence is 

reinforced by their ability to climb in and out on their own.

52in/132cm 30.75in/78cm
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* See Conversion Kit on pg 12

SPARROW CRIB

birch grey white walnut

 

FEATURES

Smart design

Open rail on all sides

Eco-friendly

Static sides      

3-position mattress
support

Lower overall height

Adaptable

Variety

BENEFITS

Meets or exceeds all US, Canadian, Australian and European safety standards
Easy to assemble by one person (approx. 45-60 minutes)
A simple and beautiful focal point to your nursery
Easily converts to toddler bed with conversion kit (sold separately)

Unobstructed visibility of your child

Made from solid birch and Baltic birch plywood
Sustainably sourced wood
Water-based finish
Free from VOC health hazards
Made under European environmental standards
Made in a FSC certified facillity

Supported by consumer safety advocates
Solid construction
Longevity of product

Height adjusts to satisfy your child's growing needs
Keeps child safely in the crib at all times

Easy to lift your child in and out of the crib
Lower center of gravity = more stable construction

Converts to Sparrow Toddler Bed simply by replacing a side panel
Comfortable sleeping for your child from birth until age 5
Space saving

Offered in natural birch, walnut, grey or white finish 

With solid construction and subtle color, the Sparrow 

Crib is the centerpiece of the Sparrow Nursery.  Expertly 

crafted in Europe, the Sparrow Crib is easy to assemble 

and as safe as can be.  A simple conversion kit is available 

to convert the crib into a toddler bed when the time comes.

54in/137cm 29in/73,5cm



FEATURES BENEFITS
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Use as a dresser/changing table (changing pad not included)
3 Drawers for ample storage
Anti-tipping strap provided for extra security
Complements Sparrow Crib

Made from Baltic birch plywood and low emission E1 certified MDF
Sustainably sourced wood
Water-based finish
Free from VOC health hazards
Made under European environmental standards
Made in a FSC certified facililty

Baltic birch drawer faces
Smooth rolling drawer slides

Offered in both grey or white with birch drawer faces, or white with 
walnut finish drawer faces.

Smart design

Eco-friendly

Utility

Variety

(Changing pad sold separately)
white/birchgrey/birch white/walnut

34.5in/87cm 19.125in/48,5cm

SPARROW 
3 DRAWER DRESSER

The Sparrow Three Drawer Dresser complements nursery      

and bedroom alike.  A changing pad fits on top of the dresser 

secure ly  wi thout the use of  hardware ,  to create a  

seamless nursery.  Changing pad removed, the dresser 

becomes a piece of furniture for use anywhere in the house .

SPARROW
CONVERSION KIT

birch grey white
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walnut

The Sparrow Conversion Kit is an ideal match to 

your child’s new-found sense of independence.  

The low mattress position enables easy access and 

allows your child to climb in and out on their own.

54in/137cm 29in/73,5cm

36
in
/9
1,
5c
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Easy to assemble by one person (approx. 45-60 minutes)
Transforms the nursery into a bedroom

Unobstructed visibility of your child

Lower center of gravity = more stable construction
Child is able to climb in and out of bed unassisted

Converts to Sparrow Crib simply by replacing a side panel
Comfortable sleeping for your child to age 5+
Space saving

Offered in natural birch, walnut, grey or white finish

Smart design

Open rail on two sides

Eco-friendly

Low height

Adaptable

Variety

FEATURES BENEFITS

* See Crib on pg 9

Made from solid birch and Baltic birch plywood
Sustainably sourced wood
Water-based finish
Free from VOC health hazards
Made under European environmental standards
Made in a FSC certified facililty
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FEATURES BENEFITS

Smart design

Eco-friendly

Lower overall height

Variety

Modern take on traditional sleigh bed

Enables easy access for your child

Offered in eco-friendly grey or white finish with natural solid birch

FEATURES BENEFITS

Smart design

Eco-friendly
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Made from solid birch and Baltic birch plywood
Sustainably sourced wood
Water-based finish
Free from VOC health hazards
Made under European environmental standards
Made in a FSC certified facililty

Hidden wheels
Storage more suitable for larger items due to slatted base

Made from solid birch and Baltic birch plywood
Sustainably sourced wood
Water-based finish
Free from VOC health hazards
Made under European environmental standards
Made in a FSC certified facililty

This practical trundle doubles as an extra bed for sleepovers 
or additional underbed storage (without the mattress).  The 
Trundle is compatible with the newest model of our twin bed.

birch

white/birchgrey/birchSPARROW TRUNDLE

Oeuf has taken the traditional sleigh bed and given it a 

modern makeover. Expertly crafted in Europe from 

lustrous Baltic birch, this bed matches the rest of the 

furniture in the contemporary Sparrow range. Clean lines, 

subtle color, and modern European style ensure that your 

child will never outgrow this bed. Good thing it's built to last!

Twin bed mattress size:
39in x 75in/99cm x 190,5cm

no box spring necessary

Trundle bed mattress size:
38in x 72in x 5in/96,5cm x 183cm x 12,7cm

no box spring necessary

SPARROW TWIN BED
81.5in/207cm 41in/104cm

76.25in/193,5cm

4in/10,25cm

39.75in/101cm



Ideal place for bedside lamp and bedtime booksSmart design

Eco-friendly

Baltic birch drawer face
Smooth rolling drawer slides

Easy to grip
Attractive detail

Offered in eco-friendly grey and white finish with 
Baltic birch plywood drawer faces

Utility

Pull holes

Variety

FEATURES BENEFITS

SPARROW NIGHTSTAND
Completing the Sparrow suite, Oeuf offers the Sparrow 

nightstand.  In solid birch, offset by one of the subtle Sparrow 

colors, the nightstand is one of your child’s first real pieces of 

furniture, and a perfectly matched addition to the set.

15

white/birchgrey/birch

Made from Baltic birch plywood and low emission E1 certified MDF
Sustainably sourced wood
Water-based finish
Free from VOC health hazards
Made under European environmental standards
Made in a FSC certified facililty

19.5in/49,5cm 19.125in/48,5cm
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* See Toddler Bed on pg 22

BENEFITS

Meets or exceeds all US, Canadian, Australian and European safety standards
Easy to assemble by one person (approx. 30-40 minutes)

Unobstructed visibility of your child

Made from solid birch and low emission MDF
Sustainably sourced wood
Water-based finish
Free from VOC health hazards
Made under European environmental standards
Made in a FSC certified faculty

Supported by consumer safety advocates
Solid construction

Made of environmentally friendly E1 certified MDF
Made from recovered wood fibers
No glue joints = overall stronger construction

Height adjusts to satisfy your child's growing needs
Keeps child safely in the crib at all times

Crib sides sit on the base creating a stronger and more secure structure

Attractive detail
Adjustable for uneven surfaces

Easy to lift your child in and out of the crib

Converts to Classic Toddler Bed simply by replacing the side panels
Comfortable sleeping for your child from birth until age 5

Offered in eco-friendly white finish sides with natural birch or 
walnut stain base

FEATURES

Smart design

Open rail on all sides

Eco-friendly

Static sides

Fabricated from single 
sheets of engineered 
hardboard panels 

3-position mattress 
support

Solid wood base

Inset adjustable metal 
legs

Lower overall height

Adaptable

Variety

CLASSIC CRIB
The Classic Crib was designed by parents of two who understand the 

importance of safety and who have an appreciation for modern 

design.  Like European cribs, Oeuf uses fixed side rails and a lower 

center of gravity to offer one of the sturdiest and safest cribs available.

white/birch white/walnut

54.25in/138cm 30.25in/77cm

36
in
/9
1,
5c
m



The multi-functional four drawer dresser can double as a changing 

station by adding the optional changing pad during the diaper years.

CLASSIC 
4 DRAWER DRESSER

CLASSIC HUTCH
The Classic Hutch provides added storage to the Classic Four 

Drawer Dresser without losing valuable floor space.  There are two 

shelves for books, toys, and other accessories plus a top cabinet with 

sliding doors.  The lower shelf is removable allowing you to use the 

dresser top for a changing area while the Hutch is in place.

FEATURES BENEFITS
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Use as a dresser/changing station
Complements the Classic Crib
Hutch has solid birch robe hook
Holes for electric wiring
Hutch adds additional storage without sacrificing floor space
Anti-tipping strap provided for extra security
Adjustable metal legs on dresser

When bottom shelf of Hutch is removed, dresser can be used
as a changing table

Made from Baltic birch plywood and low emission E1 certified MDF
Sustainably sourced wood
Water-based finish
Free from VOC health hazards
Made under European environmental standards
Made in a FSC certified facililty

Available with natural birch, walnut stain or white drawer faces

Blum Tandem drawer slides
Hidden hardware
Smooth rolling and self-closing drawer slides
German made

whitewhite/birch white/walnut

Smart design

Adaptable

Eco-friendly

Variety

Hardware
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FEATURES BENEFITS
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Easy to assemble by one person (approx. 30-40 minutes)
Transforms the nursery into a bedroom
Looks like a real bed for that “big bed” feel

Unobstructed visibility of your child

Made from solid birch and and low emission E1 certified MDF
Sustainably sourced wood
Water-based finish
Free from VOC health hazards
Made under European environmental standards
Made in a FSC certified facililty

Made of recovered wood fibers
Environmentally friendly
No glue joints = overall stronger construction

Side panels sit on the base creating a stronger and more secure structure

Attractive detail
Adjustable for uneven surfaces

Child is able to climb in and out of bed unassisted
Lower center of gravity = more stable construction

Converts to Classic Crib simply by replacing the side panels
Comfortable sleeping for your child to age 5

Offered in eco-friendly white finish sides with natural birch or 
walnut stain base

Smart design

Open rail on all sides

Eco-friendly

Fabricated from single
sheets of engineered 
hardboard panels 

Solid wood base

Inset adjustable 
metal legs

Lower overall height

Adaptable

Variety

CLASSIC 
TODDLER BED

white/birch white/walnut

The Classic Toddler Bed represents a milestone in 

your child’s development; from baby to toddler.  As a 

scaled-down  bed with a low mattress position, your 

child’s sense of new-found independence is reinforced 

by their ability to climb in and out on their own.

54.25in/138cm 30.25in/77cm



BENEFITSFEATURES

CHANGING STATION
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Minimal assembly required
Simple, space-saving design
Positions baby for more convenient changing and interaction

Made from solid birch and Baltic birch plywood
Sustainably sourced wood
Water-based finish
Free from VOC health hazards
Made under European environmental standards
Made in a FSC certified facililty

Securely attaches to most fixed rail full size cribs

Smooth and simple finish fits in with any decor or theme
Versatile
50 lbs weight capacity

Offered in natural birch, walnut stain finish or white finish

Smart design

Eco-friendly

Adaptable

Solid wood
construction

Variety

The Changing Station is a practical, space saving 

asset in the nursery. It attaches securely on top of 

all our Oeuf cribs as well as on most other standard 

size cribs (not to be used with any drop-side cribs).   

This changing station not only eliminates the need 

for a changing table, but also positions your 

baby for safer and more convenient changing.

birch walnut white

34in/86,5cm 17in/43cm
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MINI LIBRARY

BENEFITSFEATURES

The Oeuf mini library offers stylish and practical storage 

for children’s rooms.  Children will love its fun design 

and easy-to-reach height.  Parents will love its sleek 

contemporary looks and sturdy construction. This modern 

open unit is a smart storage solution you’ll appreciate for 

years to come.  It’s even environmentally friendly, too.

white/birch white/walnut

Strong and stable construction
Two storage compartments with hinged doors
Can be attached to wall

Ideal for storing your child's books and toys

Made from Baltic birch plywood and low emission E1 certified MDF
Sustainably sourced wood
Water-based finish
Free from VOC health hazards
Made under European environmental standards
Made in a FSC certified facililty

Enables easy access for your child

Offered in natural birch or walnut stain finish with white dividers

Smart design

Open and closed
storage space

Eco-friendly

Lower overall height

Variety

59in/150cm



FEATURES BENEFITS
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white/birch white/walnut

Solid and stable construction 
Easy to assemble
Versatile storage applications
Easy access for children
Has removable dividers for more storage flexibility

Made from Baltic birch plywood and low emission E1 certified MDF
Free from VOC health hazards
Water-based finish

Works well with all Oeuf collections and any decor
May be used to store toys, toiletries, fruits and vegetables
Store bins may be positioned to your needs

Available in natural birch or walnut finish storage bins with white frame

Smart design

Eco-friendly 

Adaptable

Variety

The Toy Store is an innovative storage system design to 

make organization as easy as 1, 2, 3.  With the option for 

the bins to be positioned flat or tilted, the resulting easy 

access makes clean-up a breeze!  Even the kids will want

to pitch in and help.  The dividers are removable so you can 

store a multitude of items of varying sizes – from the 

smallest lego, to oversized puzzles and everything in between.  

TOY STORE
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Oeuf, the New York-based design company known for their modern take on nursery furniture, has been a 

pioneer of fair trade and eco- friendly products long before it was fashionable to do so. From its furniture line 

produced in Europe to its knits produced by a group of women knitters in Bolivia, Oeuf has made it its 

mission to ensure environmentally sound products starting with the choice of materials to the manufacturing 

processes to the selection of recycled packaging.

Oeuf furniture is produced in the small European country of Latvia. On the Baltic Sea, Latvia is covered by 

over 70% forest and thus has a proud tradition of woodworking. As a respected member of the European 

Community, Latvian manufacturers adhere to the standards and enforced regulations relating to labor, safety, 

quality, and the environment. The partners of Oeuf believe those same standards best reflect their own values 

of fair work practices and conservation.

OEUF  LEADS THE WAY WITH 
 PRODUCTS 

AND  BEFORE
IT WAS THE LATEST TREND
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“Oeuf ’s mission is to make good design available to as many people as possible while having a 

minimum impact on the environment,” said Sophie Demenge, co-founder of Oeuf. 

“We carefully select materials and manufacturers based on what feels right, not by what will reap the widest margins.”

LATVIA

LITHUANIA
BELARUS

RUSSIA
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•   Forest Stewardship Certified facility

•   State of the art dust collection and reprocessing of wood waste into briquettes which are then used to heat the factory

•   Engineered hardboard panels made from recovered wood fibers, meeting European E1 emissions standards as well as  
     California’s CARB 1 and 2 emissions standards

•   Packaging made from recycled cardboard

•   Responsible recycling of finishing material through licensed collecting facilities

•   Low VOC, water-based finishes on all our products

Conservation is no stranger to Latvia, or Europe for that matter ; it has been a way of life for generations.  

Here are some of the ways we work to protect the environment:


